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ABSTRACT

The composition of a technology plan is a complex process composed of many parts. The integration of curriculum instruction, levels of technology across the curriculum, the establishment of technology standards, and strategies for the development of equity along with administration and support staff are just a few of the components that assist in the creation of a successful technology plan. A technology plan encompasses other plans, which provides the necessary support for the technology plan’s development. For example, there are professional development plans and technology support plans that have completely different goals. This chapter focuses on components, strategies, and information that comprise the foundation of a technology plan. The technology plan is a basic tool that can be modified to suit the situation, and used to outline and identify the basic needs for the development of a technology plan.

INTRODUCTION

The pre-development process of technology plans includes the technology team to define the scope of technology plans, perform any pre-planning activities, and examine funding considerations. The actual pre-planning stage is an important aspect that cannot be forgotten because the pre-planning process is quite extensive. Pre-planning includes creating committees made of professionals who can provide guidance and give the most effective information needed in the pre-planning process; therefore, a natural extension of pre-planning includes the needs analysis. The committees created in the pre-planning process are given the tremendous task of figuring out a variety of needs: equipment (technology needed), building needs, support (staff and technology), maintenance, and future upgrades. Finally, funding considerations tend to go to the top of the growing concerns in the pre-planning process. The budget dictates how much of an institution’s technology needs can be addressed. Also, a funding committee can be created to find ways to expand the technology budget based on the designated needs, as well as the continued needs of the institution.

This chapter focuses on the next step after the pre-planning phase has been successfully
completed. The development of a technology plan requires the consideration of a multitude of factors such as how to: (a) integrate technology into the curriculum, (b) structure technology to enhance learning, (c) provide technology across the curriculum, (d) deliver and support the curriculum with technology, (e) determine foundational standards for technology implementation, and (f) design strategies that can be employed to assure equity in all facets of the technology plan. In addition to these factors, funding constraints should always be considered in all stages of the technology plan to prevent budget complications later in the process. These factors are general factors, which can be used to create specific areas of focus as the technology plan is developed.

**CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTIONAL INTEGRATION**

One of the first areas to consider is how to integrate technology for curriculum and instructional purposes into the technology plan. According to Overbay, Mollette, and Vasu (2011), there are five ways that technology can be successfully incorporated for curriculum and instructional purposes. The ways presented by Overbay et al. (2011) are not centered on the technology or focused solely on the institution. The ways presented are designed around the purpose for technology and the people using the technology. Therefore, the technology leader can use the five ways to focus on integrating technology into a curriculum in a meaningful way. The first way to view integration is to remember that the sole purpose of integrating technology is not just for the sake of having technology. The individuals who will be using the technology and the reason why this technology will be used is the focus of the integration of technology. The second item to consider is that the technology plan needs to fit the institution. The technology plan should be developed with the idea that the technology integrated fits the needs of the institution; therefore, the expectation of how integration will work into the curriculum is important. Subsequently, the third item to consider is how to incorporate professional development. While having the appropriate technology is important, the ability of the staff to utilize the provided technology effectively is equally important; hence, the technology will be integrated more effectively for the benefit of the educator and the student. Overbay et al. (2011) describe the fourth way as respecting the process of collaboration. Staff collaboration is one way that allows educators and support staff to discuss needs and issues. Collaboration is an important aspect to consider in making sure the technology fits the needs and goals of the institution. The final method that Overbay et al. (2011) mention is for the institution itself to become resistant to the process of staff turnover. Becoming impervious to staff turnover is important to ensure that the processes that work in the technology plan will continue to work even when staff member chooses to leave. By providing continued support to all staff members, the goals of the technology plan can be preserved even when staff members leave and are replaced by new staff members. These five areas provide specific focal points to make sure the integration of technology in the curriculum is successful.

**STRATEGIES OF INTEGRATING TECHNOLOGY INTO THE CURRICULUM**

While the integration of technology is important, one should consider how the integration of technology can enhance the educational experiences of the learner and the educator. Cowan (2008) provides six different strategies: (1) comprehending the larger picture, (2) comprehending basic computer use, (3) conducting research, (4) developing a detailed plan, (5) understanding that reinvention may not be necessary, and (6) planning to have a variety of evaluations.